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ABSTRACT

Ground surface modeling has become an im-
portant research area during the past few years.
While computer vision approach suffers from
some inherent problems like lighting condition
dependency, we propose a Micro Aerial Vehi-
cle (MAV) equipped with Global Positioning
System (GPS), barometer, Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU) and laser scanner as an alternative
solution for generating ground surface models.
We suggest a first method which make use of
all those sensors except the laser scanner and a
second method incorporating this laser scanner
with a scan matching algorithm. We evaluate
those two methods by generating point cloud in
each case. We also devise and apply a simple
yet useful algorithm called BacktransformLaser-
Scan that is useful to evaluate the feasibility of
any laser scan matching algorithm to certain ap-
plication, hence, show its usefulness.

1 INTRODUCTION

Despite Autonomous Ground vehicles (AGVs) which are
beneficial for many applications, MAVs have been found to
be more advantageous over AGVs in 3D mapping. This is
due to the fact that the degree of maneuverability and degree
of dexterity of MAVs are higher than that of AGVs. In other
words, an MAV is able of explore a wider space than an AGV
can do particularly in the presence of obstacles.

We address the problem of 3D ground model generation.
Some information which are known apriori like timestamp,
position, orientation of the MAV and range data obtained
from a laser scanner are used to build such a ground model
in the form of a 3D point cloud. Upon successfully gener-
ating the point cloud, we need to optimize the output by ap-
plying a laser scan matching algorithm to get a more accurate
generated point cloud. Hence, the problems we deal with are
(1) generating a point cloud using MAV localization data and
(2) improving the accuracy of the generated point cloud by
employing laser scan matching algorithm.

The basic idea behind this research is about generating a
3D point cloud employing an MAV that utilizes GPS, IMU,
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barometer and 2D laser scanner. The data in the IMU have
been fused using kalman filter to get the attitude of MAV1.
The GPS gives the position value of the MAV. The frequency
of this pose value is done at 10 Hz. The laser scanner gives
raw data of distance which is updated at 30 Hz.

First of all, a point cloud is generated and then further
improved using scan matching algorithm, which is eventually
verified through several datasets in order to evaluate the ap-
proach on some different scenarios. This idea is illustrated in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: This illustrates overview of the work. A dataset (see
also the corresponding area where a flight has taken place by
following the arrow) is taken as an input to our algorithm
and our algorithm outputs a point cloud data from which the
visualization data below is generated.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we introduce some of the related work in this do-
main. Section 3 presents our approach and later in Section 4,
we evaluate its performance. Section 5 concludes this work.

2 RELATED WORK

The following gives an overview of some existing efforts
in 2D mapping and 3D mapping.

2D Mapping A common sensor used in realizing 2D map-
ping is by using a single 2D laser scanner that results in
2D map as shown by Thrun in [1]. Thrun also analyzes in
that survey about several algorithms like some Kalman filter

1The sensor fusion is not included in the work package and is done by
other developers.

1
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approaches, expectation maximization (EM) and hybrid ap-
proach used in robotic mapping. Grzonka et al. [2] shows
how a 2D map is created utilizing a quadrotor and a laser
scanner.

3D Mapping There are a few ways of acquiring 3D maps.
One popular way is realized by using 2 units of 2D laser scan-
ners and the other is by utilizing a 3D laser scanner. The first
method is done by mounting one laser scanner vertically and
another horizontally. For instance, Früh et al. [3] have im-
plemented this way to achieve the goal of 3D mapping. The
latter uses a 3D laser scanner which means rotating or tilting
2D laser scanner is utilized to obtain 3D data. Surmann et
al. [4] has built a low-cost 3D laser scanner and further em-
ployed it to improve the performance of robot navigation and
recognition. The current trend is heading toward exploiting
RGB-D data that a Kinect can offer as applied in [5], how-
ever, the use of this hardware is limited for indoor setup only.

3 APPROACH

3.1 Tools and Configurations

The md4-1000 quadcopter platform from microdrones2

shown in Figure 3 is used. ROS3 [6] is selected as a frame-
work to ease and accelerate our development. Three cartesian
coordinate frames — world frame, MAV’s body frame and
sensor frame — are defined as shown in Figure 2. To ensure
reliable measurements, only laser scanner sensor readings of
a maximum distance of 30 meters and field of view of 90 de-
grees of opening angle are regarded.

Figure 2: A laser frame (/laser) is attached to a MAV’s body
frame (/base link) by a fixed link.

3.2 Scenarios

We briefly describe four scenarios we used to evaluate
both the performance of the proposed approach and the qual-
ity of the employed laser scan matching algorithm. Each sce-
nario varies with the way MAV is hovered (whether it is trans-
lational or rotational) and in the chosen type of ground sur-
face.

2www.microdrones.com
3http://www.ros.org/wiki/

Figure 3: This figure shows how the laser scanner is mounted
on the MAV (It is noted that the laser scanner is mounted such
that the beam will be scanning downwards).

Scenario I The MAV is implementing forward flight go-
ing forward over a relatively flat surface for about 10 meters,
returning to the place where it starts and this sequence is re-
peated for about 3 minutes.

Scenario II The ground surface is flat as well, same as in
scenario I. The only difference is that the quadcopter is ma-
neuvered in rotational movement about a relatively fixed po-
sition.

Scenario III The target ground surface is in the form of
corner-like ground surface. Instead of hovering, we replicate
the motion manually. Our purpose is to observe how the per-
formance changes with this special type of target surface. The
corresponding scenario is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Manual steering over a corner-like ground surface.

Scenario IV We construct the test environment a structured
environment two identical boxes as depicted in Figure 5. The
quadcopter is then hovered over that small region by forward
flight.
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Figure 5: This setup is used for evaluation using the men-
tioned quantitative method.

3.3 Laser Scan Matching
Theoretically, given two independent scans or point

clouds that correspond to a single shape, the goal of laser
scan matching is to estimate the rotation R and translation t
that reduces the following cost function:

E(R, t) =
|A|∑
i=1

|B|∑
j=1

wi,j‖ai − (Rbj + t)‖2 (1)

where the weight wi,j equals to 1 if the feature points ai
and bj overlap or else, 0 is assigned.

It means that the correspondence must be first found be-
fore computing the transformation(R, t).

Several variants of laser scan matching algorithms which
have been implemented in the past. Some of them have been
wrapped in the context of ROS [6] and been packed as a
ROS package. There are two packages that are already avail-
able in the ROS repository: the polar scan matcher and the
laser scan matcher package. In terms of algorithm, the for-
mer is originally written by Diosi and Kleeman [7] while
the latter is developed by Censi [8]. Both of them are
wrapped by Dryanovski [9] in ROS framework. We opt for
the laser scan matcher in this work.

3.4 Back-Transformation
We propose a back-transformation algorithm named

BacktransformLaserScan as shown in Algorithm 3.1 to eval-
uate the output returned by laser scan matcher package.
The developed algorithm detailed in the subsequent BACK-
TRANSFORMLASERSCAN pseudocode. Each variable as-
sociated with pose2D in the pseudocode corresponds to the
data obtained from the laser scan matcher package. Vari-
ables are differentiated by the prefixes/suffixes of x (position
of x-component), y (position of y-component), theta (angle),
previous (value before the current one) and current (most re-
cent value)

Algorithm
3.1: BACKTRANSFORMLASERSCAN( int row number,
dataset scan, dataset pose2D)

Input : int row number, datasetscan, dataset pose2D
Output : backtransformed scan x backrotated, y backrotated
for each range data ∈ one scan line

do



x cartesian previous← scan(row number) ∗ sin(angle)
y cartesian previous← −scan(row number) ∗ cos(angle)

x cartesian current← scan(row number + 1) ∗ sin(angle)
y cartesian current← −scan(row number + 1) ∗ cos(angle)

x backtranslated← x cartesian current−
(x pose2D current− x dataPose2D previous)
y backtranslated← y cartesian current−
(y pose2D current− y dataPose2D previous)

x backrotated← x backtranslated ∗ cos(theta pose2D current−
theta pose2D previous)− y backtranslated∗
sin(theta pose2D current− theta pose2D previous)
y backrotated← x backtranslated ∗ sin(theta pose2D current−
theta pose2D previous) + y backtranslated∗
cos(theta pose2D current− theta pose2D previous)

return (x backrotated, y backrotated)

3.5 Evaluation on laser scan matcher Package
The obtained information from the laser scan matcher

package are a position in the x-axis, a position in the y-axis
and an angle of orientation. These values are cumulative. In
other words, the values are not absolute values, and that, in
order to know the corresponding absolute value, one has to
subtract the current measurement from the previous one.

In order to know whether the scan matching algorithm
from the laser scan matcher package is reliable or at least
the output of the package is accurate enough to be used in
our case, we have applied the previously mentioned back-
transformation algorithm.

Scenario I The performance of the laser scan matcher
package is depicted in Figure 6. In Figure 6, we draw an
ellipse in order to easily focus on particular regions and fur-
ther evaluate the performance of the package. We observe
that we have height error of about 0.1 m and orientation er-
ror of about less than 1 degree. In the ideal case, the blue
and red markers should overlap. In this case, we can say that
the laser scan matcher package gives a poor pose estimation,
particularly in position estimation. Based on those results, we
can conclude that this package is not sufficient enough for our
application.

Scenario II For scenario II, the performance of the
laser scan matcher is shown in Figure 7 using laser scan
reading of 60 and 61. It can be deduced that with this kind of
scenario, the laser scan matcher does not perform. The per-
formance degrades rapidly in its performance when the MAV
is tilted about roll angle (cf. Figure 7) because of the windy
state at that moment.

Scenario III For this scenario, the performance of the
laser scan matcher package is in Figure 8. We observe some
regions that differentiate their performance. It can be divided
into three groups. The first one which is bounded by the green
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Figure 6: The performance of the laser scan matcher package
on scenario I using laser scan reading of 80 and 81.

Figure 7: The performance of the laser scan matcher package
on scenario II using laser scan reading of 60 and 61.

ellipse is the one that performs best among those three. The
one bounded by the red ellipse shows bad performance while
the one with the purple ellipse is the worst among them.

Scenario IV Figure 9 shows the performance of the pack-
age on this scenario. It can be seen that the region which is
bounded by two red ellipses are the top side of the two boxes.
The performance shown in that graph is not very good.

3.6 ROS Nodes and Related Implementation
We design our software with ROS design standard in

mind. In this regard, all nodes communicate via publisher and
subscriber model. Effectively, there are nine nodes that com-
municate with each other. Out of these nine, there are mainly
five nodes that we configure ourselves. These five nodes and
their corresponding features are listed as follows:

• publisher node: This node translates some relevant
data from raw dataset by advertising on some topics.
It also constructs and publishes pose information based
on MAV localization data.

Figure 8: The performance of the laser scan matcher package
on scenario III using laser scan reading of 200 and 201.

Figure 9: The performance of the laser scan matcher package
on scenario IV using laser scan reading of 940 and 941.

• pose estimation node: This node performs state esti-
mation and publishes it.

• robot pose broadcaster node: This node configures
the transformation of the pose of base link of the MAV
with respect to the world and further publishes.

• assembler client node: This is a client node that uses a
point cloud building service offered by laser assembler
package.

• pointcloud builder node: This node builds a point
cloud4.

These communicating nodes are shown in Figure 10.

Data format translation Particularly because we opt for
ROS as our main software framework, we need to translate
our existing dataset into ROS-compatible format. Thus, we
translate all the data required to perform our point cloud gen-
eration. Those related are data obtained from laser, GPS,

4This node can be interchangeably used with assembler client node.
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Figure 10: ROS nodes communicate with each other in order to finally build a point cloud.

barometer and IMU (roll, pitch and yaw). The translation
is done by publishing them in order for other nodes to be
subscribed when necessary. The translation is done in pub-
lisher node.

Pose estimation The computation of pose estimation is
done in pose estimation node. As already mentioned in Sec-
tion 3.5 about the outputs by the laser scan matcher pack-
age, we utilize the position in x-axis, in particular. Thus, in
this pose estimation, we are interested in using this x value
to better guess the current height. We first take the barom-
eter reading as height initialization value. By referring to
the Figure 11, we take the difference between previous x-
value (x1) and current x-value (x2) which gives d. This d
is equivalent to the difference of height in two consecutive
time steps. Conceptually, by integrating this d value with
the current height over time, we should get a better height
estimation. The output of the pose estimation is useful for
robot pose broadcaster node, as when it is used to broadcast
the current transformation of the MAV’s body with respect to
the world frame.

Transformation Transformation in ROS is provided by tf
library5. This library is very useful in order for computing
any transformation. We utilize it in order to compute the
static and non-static transformation. In static transformation,
we use one of the nodes called static transform publisher to
generate the transformation of laser with respect to base link.
This is considered as a static transform due to the fact that
there exist a fixed link connecting the base of MAV and the
laser scanner. This relation is shown in Figure 12. The
robot pose broadcaster node broadcasts the transformation
of the base link with respect to the map. Since, we have these
two transformations done by the tf, we can infer or listen (in
ROS terminology) the transformation of the laser with respect

5http://ros.org/doc/electric/api/tf/html/c++/

Figure 11: The diagram shows the representation of the out-
put of the laser scan matcher. The coordinates (x1, y1, x2,
y2) correspond to the output of the package.

to map. In other words, based on Figure 12, if we know a and
b, then, we can get c.

Point cloud building There are two ways how we build the
point cloud. The first one is by using an existing ROS package
named laser assembler. In order to use this one, we need to
write a client node that defines the needed service parameters
like start time, end time and so on. We name our client node
as assembler client node.

The second method is done by building the cloud
ourselves. The corresponding node is called point-
cloud builder node. We first need to transform scan lines into
point cloud datatype which we accumulate them in a buffer.
The last accumulated point cloud in the buffer is the resulting
point cloud.

Regarding the second method, essentially, the point-
cloud builder node first needs to listen to a transformation of
laser with respect to the map, given that the transformation of
laser with respect to the base link is known. The transforma-
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Figure 12: We set-up transformation of a and b using tf, and
hence, we can get the transformation of c by using the tf.

tion of laser with respect to the base link is a static transform.
When building the cloud, we first convert from LaserScan
format to PointCloud. We then gather all the points in an ac-
cumulator.

Another difference between these two methods is that the
former method is working on sensor msgs::PointCloud6 for-
mat while the latter is working on sensor msgs::PointCloud27

format.

4 EVALUATION

4.1 Experimental design

Nüchter has mentioned in [10] that there exist no standard
evaluation method that can be adopted in order to evaluate a
generated map. Consequently, we propose a naı̈ve method to
measure the performance of our approach which is adequate
to our application. Thus, we distinguish our design of exper-
iments into qualitative and quantitative method.

In qualitative method, we evaluate the performance of the
developed approach by looking at the generated point cloud.
We differentiate the output by assigning three classifications:
GOOD, MEDIUM or BAD. This first approach is similar to
the intent of Nüchter in [10].

The quantitative method can only be applied for the forth
scenario since we found a way to measure such a perfor-
mance. We have measured and collected some ground truth
information regarding our environment. We place two boxes
whose dimensions are identical on a flat ground surface as
shown in Figure 5. Using this ground truth, we measure their
ratio between width and length. Hence, the error E of the
generated map can be calculated as follows:

E =
|ratiomeasured − ratioactual|

ratioactual
× 100% (2)

6http://www.ros.org/doc/api/sensor msgs/html/msg/PointCloud.html
7http://www.ros.org/doc/api/sensor msgs/html/msg/PointCloud2.html

E =
| widthmeasured

lengthmeasured
− widthactual

lengthactual
|

widthactual

lengthactual

× 100% (3)

where

ratiomeasured = ratio between width and length of
the box from generated point cloud

ratioactual = ground truth ratio between width and length
of the box

widthmeasured = width of the box output from generated
point cloud

lengthmeasured = length of the box output from gener-
ated point cloud

widthactual = width of the box output from the ground
truth

lengthactual = length of the box output from the ground
truth

and the performance P can be computed as,

P = 100%− E (4)

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Scenario I

Without laser scan matcher The output of point cloud8

that uses only data from localization of the MAV is shown
in Figure 13.

Figure 13: The generated point cloud without using
laser scan matcher information shown from the side view in
scenario I.

With laser scan matcher The output of point cloud that
utilizes laser scan matcher information from localization of
the MAV applied is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: The generated point cloud using
laser scan matcher information shown from the side
view in scenario I.

8All the generated point cloud outputs are in the form of RGB color-
coded image in order to group points according to their heights.
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4.2.2 Scenario II

Without laser scan matcher The output of point cloud that
uses only data from localization of the MAV applied is shown
in Figure 15.

Figure 15: The generated point cloud without using
laser scan matcher information shown from the side view in
scenario II.

With laser scan matcher The output of point cloud that
utilizes laser scan matcher information from localization of
the MAV applied is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16: The generated point cloud using
laser scan matcher information shown from the side
view in scenario II.

4.2.3 Scenario III

Without laser scan matcher The output of point cloud that
uses only data from localization of the MAV applied is shown
in Figure 17.

Figure 17: The generated point cloud without using
laser scan matcher information shown from the top view in
scenario III.

With laser scan matcher The output of point cloud that
utilizes laser scan matcher information from localization of
the MAV applied is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: The built point cloud using laser scan matcher in-
formation generated for scenario III.

4.2.4 Scenario IV

Without laser scan matcher The output of point cloud that
uses only data from localization of the MAV applied is shown
in Figure 19 and 20.

Figure 19: The boxes in scenario IV without using
laser scan matcher information.

Figure 20: The boxes are marked with their corresponding
measurement shown from the top view in scenario IV without
using laser scan matcher information.

With laser scan matcher The output of point cloud that
uses only data from localization of the MAV applied is shown
in Figure 21 and 22.
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Figure 21: The boxes in scenario IV using laser scan matcher
information.

Figure 22: The boxes are marked with their correspond-
ing measurement shown from top view in scenario IV using
laser scan matcher information.

4.3 Analysis
From the output generated in Section 4.2, we can say that

the 3D point cloud has successfully been generated. After
analyzing the output, we summarize it in Table 1. While
the generated point cloud in scenario III achieved our expec-
tation, the problem remains challenging for other scenarios.
There are some insights and considerations that may lead to
any future betterment:

• As we had performed a qualitative evaluation - with
an exception we did mention some figures in some ex-
treme cases - on the feasibility of the laser scan match-
ing algorithm, it can be evaluated more accurately if a
quantitative evaluation that incorporates some statisti-
cal measures is taken into account.

• It can also be the case that laser scan matcher which
was used for mobile robot application whose the co-
ordinate frame of the sensor is exactly aligned with
the robot coordinate frame is not suitable for our set-
ting where the sensor frame has an offset with the
robot(MAV) frame by 90 degrees.

• The dynamics e.g. vibration that imposes on the MAV
much affecting the generated point cloud especially in
scenario II. That is why in scenario II, the generated

Scenario Without LSM With LSM
Scenario I MEDIUM*(-) MEDIUM(-)
Scenario II BAD(-) BAD(-)
Scenario III GOOD(-) GOOD*(-)
Scenario IV MEDIUM(71.54%) MEDIUM(91.56%)

Table 1: This table compares the performance resulting by
using laser scan matcher information (written as With LSM)
and without using it (written as Without LSM). The perfor-
mance by qualitative measure is given in capital letters while
the one following in bracket is the performance by quanti-
tative measure. The ones with asterisk(*) implies it is a bit
better than without it in performance.

point cloud is rather very good as it was hovered man-
ually with minimal dynamics.

The values of 71.54% and 91.56% in the table 1 are ob-
tained from the equation 4.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an approach for generating a
point cloud for ground modeling application. We demonstrate
how this can be pragmatically achieved. We also attempt to
improve the accuracy of the generated point cloud by incor-
porating laser scan matching algorithm.

Furthermore, we devise a basic yet useful algorithm
called BacktransformLaserScan that is beneficial in eval-
uating a laser scan matching algorithm for specific ap-
plication. The proposed algorithm is not restricted to
laser scan matcher, it is also applicable for any other vari-
ants of laser scan matching algorithm (or software packages)
as well.
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